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Introduction

The challenge facing modern media organisations is often likened to a rope with
both ends burning.
At one end, traditional revenues, and print revenues in particular, continue to
decline. At the other, hard-earned gains in digital revenues simply aren’t large
enough to offset other losses. Complicating matters, efforts to expand digital reach
by selling traffic to other sites — or accepting it from larger networks — often
further erodes already-thin digital margins.
Jim Moroney, publisher of The Dallas Morning News, describes the challenge more
succinctly — and urgently: “As print volumes decline, our assumption is those
revenues also continue to decline. We’re not sure how much, but we’re confident the
rate of decline in the next year will be at least as much as it was the previous year.”
Efforts to shore up print and digital revenue are critical, arguably existential, for
media companies. But “alone or even in combination, they aren’t going to offset
declines dollar for dollar — and particularly in margins — as print revenues
continue to deteriorate year after year,” Moroney warns.
The Poynter Institute’s Rick Edmonds calls this the “billion-dollar challenge.”
“Every year that print advertising revenues fall a billion dollars or more, the
companies need to generate a billion or more in other revenue to stay even,”
Edmonds, the institute’s media business analyst, wrote in a Poynter blog post in
July 2015. “2015 is shaping up as another such year, and it again seems unlikely
that that much new revenue can be found. The math is daunting.”
And while broadcast is currently faring better than print, it’s no secret that its
aging audiences have yet to be replaced by younger ones, particularly in the
Millennial cohort.
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The only alternatives for media organisations? Accelerate the pace of cost savings,
redundancies, and retrenchment — or find new ways to grow.
New product development is firmly in the DNA of many media organisations, but
the challenge is the scope of what’s needed. To offset falling revenues, the dollars,
euros, pounds, and rupees from new initiatives must be large — and so must the
margins. Media organisations are focused like never before on EBITDA (essentially
the measure of profitability to which investors most often pay attention). To support
their core operations, many must look to diversify revenues in new ways that extend
far beyond the core business.
In some cases, media companies are leveraging familiar ideas that connect to the
core business — events, advertising services, and collaborative ventures with other
partners — and, importantly, finding new ways to bring them to scale. In other
cases, these organisations are moving far afield from the core business. They are
becoming commercial property managers, software developers, even photo finishers,
podcasters, postal carriers, and professors.
And as the need for new revenue sources grows, so do the novel new lines of
business. To give just two examples, magazine publisher Condé Nast opened its
Condé Nast College of Fashion and Design in London in 2013, offering Voguebranded certificates and diplomas in fashion; it has since been referred to by one
designer as “that posh college.” This year in the United Kingdom, Hearst-Rodale’s
Men’s Health magazine launched a branded line of vitamins in partnership with a
European manufacturer of over-the-counter supplements. It is the culmination of a
licensing strategy intended to extend the magazine’s brand into consumer products
across Europe.

STRATEGIES THAT DRIVE DIVERSIFICATION
To diversify their businesses and their revenue streams in this way, media companies
are pursuing a variety of key strategies, which are detailed in the case studies that
follow. They include:

Opening new markets. When Costa Rica’s Grupo Nación purchased the
first digital press for its commercial printing operation, it was not only thinking
about shorter, higher-margin runs for its commercial clients. It also was focused on
being first-in-market with a digital photography and digital printing solution for
consumers. “We’ve been accustomed to having very few clients print a lot of volume,”
says General Manager Pedro Abreu. “We’re trying to switch to a model that has many
customers print a little, with higher margins.”
u
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u

Reaching new audiences — in particular, the media-averse Millennials.

The Toronto Star uses “campus survival kits” aimed at college students to deliver to
advertisers an audience unlikely to be reached in print. “Every marketer out there
is looking for a way to target Millennials,” says Julie Murtha, director of audience
development and innovation at the Toronto Star. “Instead of being that mass market
newspaper, we can hit that demographic at a time when they are making their
buying decisions.”
Broadcast-centric E.W. Scripps Company acquired the most prominent player in the
podcasting space, Midroll Media, for much the same reason: to build relationships
with Millennials who are more willing to consume, and perhaps even pay for, less
traditional forms of digital media.
“It’s really important for media companies to be obsessed with where people are
getting their content from,” says Carolyn Micheli, E.W. Scripps’ vice president of
corporate communications and investor relations. “As a content company, we’re in a
better position to continue to meet those needs because we’re adaptable.”
u

Creating new partnerships. The Dallas Morning News created its own

content marketing business by entering a joint venture with an established
marketing agency. In Colombia, El Colombiano and a group of other regional
newspapers built an independent company to wrest a larger share of the digital
advertising pie from the national newspapers in Bogotá.
“The market is becoming more challenging, and getting together is becoming more
and more of an advantage,” says Martha Ortiz, chief editor of El Colombiano. “Let’s
grow the industry together.”
Such partnerships are not exclusively with other media organisations. In South
Africa and Indonesia, media companies are working in new ways with government
agencies and other organisations, forging partnerships that create new sources
of sponsorships by third parties and additional revenue opportunities without
compromising editorial integrity.
In Indonesia, Kompas’ recent “Smart Cities” initiative led to participation by the
government as well as sponsorship revenue and future opportunities to build
business around other public issues. Ignatius Hardanto Subagyo, the media
company’s business director, says the venture “can be considered as evidence that
newspapers as media companies can act in two different roles — first as a business,
and second, with the kind of good content that we can become the fourth democratic
pillar in our country.”
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Making smart acquisitions. Instead of building businesses in the events
and multi-channel space, some media companies are buying them outright — and
acquiring a new client base along with their new businesses. Both Singapore Press
Holdings and The Dallas Morning News, for example, didn’t create their own
headline events. Instead, they acquired existing events with the proven ability to
draw crowds — and sponsors. “Events are not about driving [direct] revenue for
media companies,” Moroney says. “It’s about building events that their customers
can sponsor and [leverage to] activate products.”
u

u

Seeking steady income. Investments in retail properties and other businesses

that don’t follow the media market’s economic cycles don’t just provide a reliable
contribution to EBITDA. These investments also provide revenue that can be
invested into developing other new revenue streams. Singapore Press Holdings’
three retail centres “enabled us to unlock value in the properties, releasing capital
for our growth initiatives, and also strengthened our balance sheet,” says Janice Wu,
head of corporate development for Singapore Press Holdings.
Media companies also can leverage physical assets to finance other new ventures.
“When you think about developing the company and taking loans for larger
acquisitions, for banks [the property] is very good security,” says Johannes Werle,
group managing director at Rheinische Post Mediengruppe, which developed and
manages a retail centre in the heart of Düsseldorf, Germany.

DEVELOPING KEY COMPETENCIES
What’s surprising, though, is that many of the companies that have moved into
unfamiliar territory — managing shopping malls or building new businesses — first
began doing so a decade or more ago.
This speaks to the innovative spirit at the heart of media organisations. But for new
ventures to bring in the significant levels of revenue now required to sustain the core
business, additional competencies involved with evaluating and executing in new
areas of business must also be developed. They include:
u

Understanding the skillsets needed — and where to get them. A

common — and important — realisation of many executives at media organisations
undertaking a new venture is how little they know about business opportunities
that are different from the organisation’s core competencies. When the Rheinische
Post considered redeveloping its downtown offices into a shopping centre, “none
of the executives at the time had any clue how a commercial centre works,” Werle
says. “The group took an opportunity risk.” At the same time, these executives knew
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they needed to identify the right talent to do so, contracting with architects and
commercial property managers as the project moved forward.
The Morning News’ Moroney is unapologetic about acquiring the talent needed to
pursue new ventures. “I’ve got some really smart and talented people in my company,
but I think different businesses require different experiences,” he says. “If you’re
going to play golf, you’re not going to hire a tennis instructor.”
Understanding the strengths and limitations of the organisation’s skillsets is critical.
“Like other media companies, we have a whole matrix of skills,” says Neil Webster,
commercial director of KM Media Group in the United Kingdom, which has
expanded its creative services offerings into a full-service advertising division. “The
vast majority of media operators will find that the talent is there. The big discipline
has been making sure we’re not pitching for things we cannot do.”

Thinking about markets in new ways. When South Africa’s Independent
Media restructured in 2014, executives added government as an equal category to
direct and agency sales in its commercial department. It was recognition that, in
a country still seeking to improve its institutions’ outreach, media organisations
could play a valuable role — and could win sponsorships in doing so. In similar
fashion, The Toronto Star’s campus survival kits reflected a way of winning the
business of the consumer packaged goods customers that traditionally eschew
newspaper advertising — by literally delivering an audience of Millennials at a key
time in their lives.
u

u

Prioritising diversification. Many media organisations that have explored

new revenue streams have formalised the process at high strategic or organisational
levels. Singapore Press Holdings has a designated division that examines growth
opportunities and makes a broad range of investments. As part of a reorganisation
of strategic goals in 2012, Rheinische Post made diversification one of only three
overarching strategic goals for the media organisation. “We defined this goal, saying
we want to develop this [non-traditional] business to become a pillar of the overall
revenue and earning structure,” Werle says.
u

Understanding the importance of scale. “When you make an acquisition,

you have to have good knowledge of the specifics of the market — is it a platform
big and stable enough to handle, and with the potential to grow?” Rheinische
Post’s Werle asks.
But when are new ventures large enough to have a real impact on the overall
organisation? In some cases, the answer is a matter of total revenue and the
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potential impact on the revenues and profitability of the media organisation as a
whole.
In others, the new venture could have a large enough market share in its narrow
vertical to have the potential for significant growth. Or it could be first to market,
as Grupo Nación was with digital printing in its marketplace. Another factor is
whether a new revenue stream can help make an existing cost-intensive operation
more profitable. That’s one reason the Rheinische Post added bulk-letter delivery
to its traditional newspaper distribution business. And finally, a new venture could
open business segments that wouldn’t otherwise be viable, as was the case with the
Toronto Star’s campus giveaway packs.
u

Identifying unexpected challenges. When the Rheinische Post began

delivering mass mailings of letters in competition with the German post office, the
logistics weren’t the challenge. Selling the service to large companies accustomed to
working with the monopoly post office was. “To go to companies and sell this new
service took some time,” Werle says.
It is critical to assess the organisation’s mindset. When The Washington Post decided
to first develop, and then sell, its own content-management system, it was acting
on a shift towards becoming a technology-focused company. The impetus for that
shift came from owner Jeff Bezos and subsequently permeated senior management.
It also led to what Shailesh Prakash, the Post’s chief information officer and vice
president of technology, calls “an appetite to build.”
“You don’t run off and immediately find a vendor to solve your problem,” Prakash
says. “You analyse what you need.”
Prakash explains the shift in strategic thinking in this way: “Amazon is a retailer.
Home Depot is a retailer. If you ask Home Depot who is supplying their e-commerce
platform, you’ll hear it’s a mix of Microsoft and IBM. If you went to Amazon and
asked that question, they would laugh you out of the room. The first thing you have
to do is get that mindset. … It’s not easy and often taken for granted.”
What INMA aims to do in “Revenue Diversification Beyond Traditional Print
and Digital” is surface efforts that we believe will be more and more vital in the
coming years. We hope INMA members are inspired by the ideas — as well as the
entrepreneurial thought process behind them. n
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El Colombiano
Colombia

Building a New Digital Business
Through Collaboration
As one of Colombia’s regional newspapers, El Colombiano has always competed
for advertising with the largest daily newspapers in Bogotá, the nation’s capital.
Building on existing partnerships with other regional publishers, El Colombiano
has created a new digital business that is capturing online advertising for itself and
its media partners.
“We created a national option for advertising clients without being one single
company,” says Martha Ortiz, chief editor of El Colombiano.
The newly formed Pera Digital is an independent digital advertising sales company
representing El Colombiano and seven other regional media companies. Together,
they account for 11 million unique visitors and 72 million pageviews each month.

“

El Colombiano, which also owns a business newspaper in Bogotá and a free
weekly newspaper, is no stranger to partnerships with other media companies.

We created a national
option for advertising
clients without being one
single company.

Martha Ortiz
Chief Editor
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It had previously worked with the same regional newspaper publishers to create
Periódicos Asociados, a national print advertising sales group representing the
regional newspapers. It also has an editorial partnership for covering national news
called Colprensa.
Pera represents “the second chapter of the same idea for the digital environment,”
Ortiz says.
One reason for breaking out Pera from the existing Periódicos Asociados print
advertising partnership was to give the new company room to experiment in the digital
space. “We are still learning,” Ortiz says. “It’s a small company, so it can be faster.”
As an independent company, Pera is led by a board comprised of representatives
from each media organisation. This was a critical step in building trust with El
Colombiano’s partners, some of which are considerably smaller companies, Ortiz
says: “We wanted to create a trustable space.”
Pera’s independence also allows it to move more quickly in the digital space. “It can
be hard to move the [traditional] commercial departments,” Ortiz says. “They can
be more efficient.”
Pera Digital targets advertisers in the automotive, lifestyle, finance, retail,
education, real estate, technology, and travel categories. One key challenge for the

Breaking out Pera from the existing Periódicos Asociados print
advertising partnership gives the new company room to experiment
in the digital space.
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independent company is managing each participating newspaper’s guidelines for
more invasive digital advertising formats, such as interstitials and floating banners,
as well as native advertising.
Today, almost all of El Colombiano’s digital revenue is derived from Pera Digital,
Ortiz says. She predicts that as Colombia’s digital advertising market continues
to grow, Pera Digital will become more tightly integrated with its participating
newspapers — and attract new ones.
“Now our competitors from Bogotá want to do things with us,” she says. “The
market is becoming more challenging, and getting together is becoming more and
more of an advantage. Let’s grow the industry together.” n
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The Dallas Morning News
United States

Speeding Time to Critical Mass in
Multi-Channel Marketing
Given the continuing industry-wide decline in print revenues, Dallas Morning
News Publisher Jim Moroney argues that embracing multi-channel marketing is
the key to news media companies’ continued success. But as the Dallas company
began exploring potential new businesses, it soon became apparent that there was
not enough time to organically develop competencies — or clients — across a range
of channels.
“We want to demonstrate to our customers that we can earn another part of their
marketing budget and earn their investment,” Moroney says. “We don’t have the
bandwidth to do that in the amount of time we have.”
So the media company is pursuing a dual strategy: It encourages organic innovation
within its traditional business, including new product development or line
extensions of existing products, such as a housing magazine built on the newspaper’s
existing vertical. But to expand into new channels, the Morning News is focusing
largely on acquisition.

“

We want to demonstrate
to our customers that we
can earn another part of
their marketing budget
and earn their investment.

Jim Moroney
Publisher
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The Dallas Morning
News partnered with
Slingshot, a full-service
marketing agency to
create a new entity,
Speakeasy, a content
marketing agency. The
Morning News holds
a 70% share, while
Slingshot’s original
owner holds the
remaining 30% and
actively manages the
business.

“We don’t think we can build these businesses fast enough to offset the decline in
print revenue, so we said that we have got to buy some channels of marketing and
bring some business in that’s already functioning,” Moroney says.
To enter the content marketing business, The Dallas Morning News reached out to
Slingshot, a 17-year-old, full-service marketing agency, and proposed a joint venture
in 2012. The Morning News now owns 70% of the new Speakeasy content marketing
agency. Slingshot’s original owner holds the remaining 30% share and actively
manages the business.
That acquisition was followed by three additional companies in January 2015. The
Dallas Morning News acquired Distribution, a marketing automation platform,
Marketing FX, a reseller of branded merchandise, and Vertical Nerve, an SEO/SEM
company. Together, they make up what the Morning News calls DMV. And in this
case, the traditional media company is helping build the business for these smaller
units, by referring the newspaper’s large enterprise customers to their services.
“We have relationships with upper middle-market companies,” Moroney says. “These
are the ones we can go to and say ‘tell us what you’re trying to do.’”
The Morning News took a similar time-critical approach when executives looked at
the events space. Moroney saw the company’s own efforts, which included daylong
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seminars licensed from One Day University, as more akin to exercises in brandbuilding than revenue generators.
“We bring in talented professors in interesting subjects that are important to Baby
Boomers and even older folks that mirror the print subscriber base,” he says. “It’s a
good business. But they’re not going to drive a tremendous amount of revenue and
EBITDA because they’re not set up to do that.” Instead, Moroney says, revenue gains
must come from attracting a critical mass of people to entice sponsors to support the
event and connect it with the activation of their own products.
In 2012, The Morning News launched its event marketing company, Crowdsource,
beginning with Savor, a 10-year-old wine and food festival, and followed with
the Untapped Beer Festival, which has expanded to five cities in Texas. Further
expansion into additional markets is planned for 2016. Crowdsource has also
been approached by sponsors of other large events, including an annual event
centered around a college football weekend and a music, light, and art show held in
downtown Dallas.
“We’ve begun to get a reputation for being able to [deliver] big-scale events,”
Moroney says. As the business continues to grow, Crowdsource will also consider
creating new events — “but big events — not just a couple of hundred people,”

The Morning News launched Crowdsource, its
event marketing company in 2012, beginning
with Savor, a 10-year-old wine and food festival,
followed by the Untapped Beer Festival, which
has expanded to five cities in Texas.
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Moroney says. “We want to crack 6,000 Millennials, a demographic we won’t
have as much contact with, and bring some advertising partners as sponsors with
opportunities to activate their products.”
Crowdsource will bring in between US$3.5 million and US$4 million in revenue this
year, Moroney says. When it acquires events, Crowdsource has often brought in the
original owners of its events on contract for a set period of time or retained existing
staff.
“We try to remember what we don’t know,” Moroney says. “We’re not an event
marketing company. We bring the people in and the resources they need to do their
job that they might not have had to do on their own. We’re not taking inside people
and saying ‘go be an event marketer.’”
For Moroney, the Morning News’ success in these emerging channels is due in large
part to its ownership stake in each business: “The marketing world is … multichannel … today. Most sophisticated advertisers with reasonable budgets are looking
at a whole range of marketing alternatives and are going to create a campaign
that takes advantage of multiple channels. We need to be in a position to do that
ourselves for our customers. If we own these channels, we can capture more of the
margin in the business. We can also say to our customers, ‘Not only are we going to
execute a multi-channel marketing strategy, we’re also going to stand behind it.’ Our
reputation is on the line.” n
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The E.W. Scripps Company
United States

Building New Audience Through
Podcasting
Comedian Marc Maron famously began his podcast in his garage — at once
revitalising his career and legitimising an emerging media format that, in his case,
drew the attention of the President of the United States. President Barack Obama
participated in an interview with Maron in that same garage early in 2015. Now one
of the nation’s oldest media organisations is moving into the podcasting space.
In July of 2015, E.W. Scripps Company acquired podcasting company Midroll Media.
With a national advertising network of more than 200 podcasts, Midroll is arguably
the largest player in the growing podcast space. More than 46 million Americans
download at least one podcast a month, and they tend to have higher than average
education and income levels, according to a 2015 report from Edison Research.
“Podcasting has emerged from the relentless evolution of the media marketplace as
one of the best new platforms to build organically growing audiences and revenue
streams,” Rich Boehne, chairman, president, and CEO of Scripps, said at the time
of the acquisition. “In the Midroll teams and shows, we found creative content and

“

It’s really important for
media companies to be
obsessed with where people
are getting their content.

Carolyn Micheli
Vice President of Corporate Communications and Investor Relations
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business strategies that already have defined the importance of podcasting, and with
strong growth still to come.”
The acquisition speaks to the media company’s focus on digital as a key part of a
multi-pronged strategy to ensure its long-term viability, says Carolyn Micheli, vice
president of corporate communications and investor relations.
The intent is “to create diverse revenue streams that allow us to stay in the media
and journalism business,” Micheli says. “Digital revenues are not keeping pace
with traditional revenues, and the opportunity to make money is challenged by
programmatic [advertising].”
That challenge is amplified for Scripps by demographics. After completely divesting
itself of its newspaper properties in 2015, it now only owns television and radio
stations.

Wolfpop and Earwolf are
part of the E.W. Scripps/
Midroll networks,
focusing mostly on pop
culture and comedy.
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Howl is a smartphone
app and Web site that,
for a monthly fee, offers
exclusive content and
archives from some of
Midroll’s best-known
podcasters.

“On the audience side, local [broadcast] news programmes are where you by far
make the most money, but they’re an older audience and [Millennials] are not
necessarily converting,” Micheli says. Scripps’ digital strategy focuses on “other ways
you can capture them,” she adds.
Along with Midroll, in 2014 Scripps purchased Newsie, a Millennial-focused news
site that is featured on streaming media devices such as Roku, as well as a paid
weather app.
Midroll creates and distributes 35 original podcasts, mostly focused on pop culture
and comedy, through its Earwolf and Wolfpop networks. Along with its own
network of podcasts, Midroll represents and sells advertising into an additional
250 shows, according to Micheli. “They have a network where they’re selling on a
national platform… That’s where their big revenue growth is,” she says. “There’s an
economy of scale with this.” (In fact, Midroll’s name is a reference to the commercials
positioned within podcasts.)
Advertising on podcasts, Micheli says, has great potential. She cites the medium’s
“stickiness and the credibility of a host-read ad.” Because many podcasts have
passionate audiences, there’s a built-in affinity for the host, who typically reads all
advertising and integrates it into his or her content. (Comedians, for example, often
do humourous reads of advertising copy that call back to the theme of the podcast.)
Much of the advertising derives revenue from referrals or purchases, not CPMs —
another advantage for the small and passionate audiences that podcasts typically
draw. And since podcasts are essentially long audio files that are downloaded or
streamed, it is also difficult to skip the advertising.
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Midroll also introduced a premium subscription model this summer. Through a
smartphone app and Web site called Howl, the service offers exclusive content and
archives from some of Midroll’s best known podcasters for a monthly fee.
“The subscription model is nascent, but we think there’s a market for people willing
to pay,” Micheli says. According to Micheli, Millennials who have been reluctant to
pay for legacy media content have proven more willing to pay for new types of digital
content like podcasts.
Just months into its acquisition, Midroll has remained independent. “There are a lot
of good things about keeping the startup culture,” Micheli says. However, Scripps is
looking for opportunities to use podcasts with its core media properties, particularly
in radio. Scripps’ radio division focuses on developing local talent within its eight
radio markets. “When you develop these great personalities, there are opportunities
to do national podcast shows,” she says.
As part of a larger reorganisation that came with the sale of its newspaper
properties, Scripps made digital its own business segment. Currently, approximately
80% of digital’s revenue is related to its local broadcast properties, with the
remaining 15% to 20% coming from pure digital plays like Midroll and Newsie. “We
think that the long-term scalability is much larger,” Micheli says.
The Scripps reorganisation is positioning the 136-year-old company to take further
advantage of other digital plays going forward. Focusing on broadcast “wasn’t the
end game,” she says. “A lot of people thought we were trying to be a big broadcaster,
but the conversations internally are about what is going to get us through the next
100 years. It’s really important for media companies to be obsessed with where
people are getting their content. As a content company, we’re in a better position to
continue to meet those needs because we’re adaptable.” n
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Grupo Nación
Costa Rica

Digital Printing Becomes Key to
Creating a New Consumer Market
As Grupo Nación saw the commercial printing market in Costa Rica become
saturated, it sold two of its printing presses and invested in new technology it believes
will create new markets, including promising opportunities in the consumer space.
“We wanted to pivot our [commercial] printing where we thought there would be
more opportunity,” says General Manager Pedro Abreu.
The Costa Rican media company bought an HP Indigo 7600 digital press — the first of
its kind in Central America — in 2013. Based on its initial success, it bought a second
one in November 2014.
“We feel that digital printing is a growing business,” Abreu says. “It’s still not as much
as the commercial printing we had before, but it’s growing and it is an area that we
think should have a lot of growth in the years to come.”

“

The Indigo digital presses allow for cost-effective production of a wide range of high-

The major thing we have
learned is that these are not
the same customers, and these
are not the same businesses.

Pedro Abreu
General Manager
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quality print products in short runs of up to several thousand copies. Digital presses
are highly versatile, and they are capable of printing a broad range of products on
high-quality paper stock. They also provide the opportunity to personalise each
individual copy, which is a boon for marketers. Unlike traditional printing presses, ink,
not paper, is the primary expense for low-quantity print runs.
“Those are the types of new businesses we are looking to get into. We can reach a much
larger market, and the margins are attractive,” Abreu says. “We’ve been accustomed to
having very few clients print a lot of volume. We’re trying to switch to a model that has
many customers print a little, with higher margins. That’s the plan.”
Grupo Nación’s initial digital printing work included brochures and fliers for smalland medium-sized businesses that don’t require high-volume print jobs. It has also
printed yearbooks for colleges and annual reports for corporations.
“We have done a lot of these, because they have a nice volume — not big enough for
traditional printing presses, but still enough to be a nice volume,” Abreu says. The
organisation is still trying to find the optimal point where printing on the Indigo
presses is more efficient than on traditional presses. “Around 3,000 to 4,000 copies,
it’s still cheaper than a traditional printing press,” Abreu says. “At 10,000 copies, it’s a
little bit more expensive. Once you go more than 5,000 copies, it depends on the size.”
For Grupo Nación, the digital presses also provide an opportunity to create a new
consumer market for digital printing. The organisation created a self-service Web
site allowing consumers to order digitally printed products, such as coffee table
books. It has even printed and sold personalised place mats with the name of each
guest for children’s birthday parties.
Grupo Nación is also developing an app that will allow smartphone users to select
photos from their phones to be printed. Abreu believes consumers have been
frustrated by traditional options to print digital photos at retail establishments,
which often require manually transferring the digital images from the phone to
a memory card. Grupo Nación believes an app that allows users to order prints
directly from their mobile devices will make ordering printed photos easier and
more attractive for consumers.
While Abreu says introducing these new services to consumers has been more
challenging than in more developed nations, Grupo Nación is the first in market
with the technology. “We don’t know if we moved too fast, but it’s definitely
something that’s going to come around eventually,” he says.
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Grupo Nación is also developing a self-service Web site for marketing agencies,
allowing them to negotiate a price for a job and then handle the details themselves.
With existing clients, “we have to change how they’ve been accustomed to working
with us,” Abreu says.
Another key challenge, Abreu says, has been working to shift the mindset of Grupo
Nación’s commercial printing sales personnel, who are accustomed to marketing a
high-quantity, commodity-priced product — not a premium-priced, lower-quantity
one. “The major thing we have learned is that these are not the same customers, and
these are not the same businesses,” he explains.
Grupo Nación combines
the flexibility of its digital
printing presses with a
self-service Web site that
allows consumers to order
digitally printed products
such as coffee table books.

The company has also retained one traditional commercial printing press, and
it continues to print two of its own monthly magazines, inserts for its newspaper
advertisers, and products for its larger customers, including direct marketing
companies. Yet Abreu believes the digital presses have the potential to open new
markets for Grupo Nación.
The technology, Abreu says, “is more business-to-consumer than commercial printing,
which was business-to-business. We feel there’s an opportunity there. We don’t know
which areas will grow, but we’re fine tuning and seeing different opportunities.” n
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Hearst-Rodale
United Kingdom

Consumer Products Like Vitamins
Create New Revenue Streams
In 2015, a Men’s Health-branded line of vitamins appeared on the shelves of
supermarkets and pharmacies across the United Kingdom. The vitamins, which
promote everything from cardiovascular health and joint endurance to mental focus,
have also served as a shot in the arm for the venerable men’s magazine’s revenues.
“Vitamins are a natural brand fit for Men’s Health and a product we can easily weave
into our content plans,” says Alun Williams, group publishing director for HearstRodale, a joint venture between Hearst Magazines UK and Rodale Inc. and the UK
publisher of Men’s Health magazine. “We know from our research that Men’s Health
is a brand that is trusted and has deep customer engagement. When you couple this
with our editorial ethos… it seemed a logical fit to engage with our audience in new
and exciting ways.”

“

The vitamins are Men’s Health’s third entry into the consumer products market
in the UK. The magazine helped develop and test a line of premium home gym
equipment in partnership with Argos in 2013. It also produces Men’s Health Beef

These touch points allow us to
engage with our audience in
more ways than ever before.

Alum Williams
Group Publishing Director
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The collaboration
between Men’s Health
and Omega Pharma
began in April 2014,
resulting in vitamins
that promote health
optimisation, has
produced significant
benefits for both.

Jerky, a high-protein, all-natural, low-sugar healthy snack, in partnership with a
food manufacturer. The product “has had real success in Tesco,” one of the UK’s
leading retailers, Williams says.
According to Williams, the approach in each case has been to concentrate on
products that fit with the magazine’s editorial focus on empowering its readers “to
improve all aspects of their lives.”
“The strategy is to only look at product areas where we can bring a tangible benefit
to the process,” Williams says. “At every stage, we ask ourselves, why is this a Men’s
Health product? If we can’t answer that question, we don’t do it.”
The collaboration with Omega Pharma on Men’s Health vitamins began in April
2014. Research identified that 81% of the Men’s Health audience uses vitamins, a
marketplace worth £357 million in the UK.
“The men’s vitamin sector currently offers only a very limited range and few
individual products targeted specifically at men, but there’s a strong growth potential
ahead,” Stefan Balemans, head of global marketing for Omega Pharma Corporate,
said in a statement. “With this disruptive concept leveraging a market-leading and
trusted global brand, there’s little doubt it will contribute to drive penetration and
usage of vitamins among men.”
The partnership was forged through a third party, the aptly-named Golden Goose
Brand Licensing Consultancy. Men’s Health opted to work with Golden Goose in
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2013 to optimise product offerings across all of its international markets and ensure
that offerings are consistent with the magazine’s brand and goals.
The consultancy has made efforts to be protective of the Men’s Health brand and its
values, Williams says: “They understand the brand and our core editorial pillars, and
therefore act as a first filter on the possibilities in the market, which are multiple,
but certainly not all are suitable given our brand values.”
The vitamin line took a year to develop. Working with the pharmaceutical company
was made easier because both organisations took steps to identify their goals and
values “so we had a clearly defined framework in which to collaborate,” Williams says.
The product rollout has been supported by a £1 million media campaign focused
on “pushing your limits a little bit further and fulfilling your true potential in many
aspects of your life.” It has included outdoor, digital, and print advertising, as well
as “aspirational brand ambassadors.” Sales have been “very strong to date,” Williams
says. Men’s Health receives a royalty based on sales.
“Ultimately, our aim is to be the best-selling range of men’s vitamins in the UK,”
he adds. Men’s Health is also exploring other consumer product opportunities,
particularly in the food and nutrition space “which is an incredibly strong editorial
pillar for our brand,” Williams says.
Williams stresses that Men’s Health’s ability to enter the consumer products
marketplace is a result of its brand-building efforts. As the UK’s best-selling men’s
magazine, Men’s Health has extended its reach beyond print, including to social
media, where it has developed a following of more than 600,000, and an annual
obstacle course series called Survival of the Fittest, which draws more than 20,000
participants. “These touch points allow us to engage with our audience in more ways
than ever before,” he says. n
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Independent Media
South Africa

Events Drive New Ventures with
Public Institutions
For South Africa’s Independent Media, a highly successful high school quiz
competition has grown from a marketing venture to a considerable source of revenue.
Its initial success in the events space has also opened the door for other, larger-scale
ventures with public institutions.
“What started as a humble marketing initiative — ‘Let’s get youth into the newspaper’
— developed into a highly monetised venture,” says Sandy Naude, group executive for
direct advertising and community newspapers. “Where we see opportunities to grow
revenue is events.”
The Cape Argus School Quiz began in 2008 as a fairly typical youth marketing
programme — with 19 secondary schools participating and sponsors lined up to
purchase newspapers for students to study in preparation for the competition.

“

Over the years, more schools and students signed up to participate — 148 teams from

What started as a humble
marketing initiative —
‘Let’s get youth into the
newspaper’ — developed
into a highly monetised
venture.

Sandy Naude
Group Executive
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52 schools in 2015. Larger sponsors, including a supermarket chain and insurance
company, underwrote the competition and helped it expand to more venues.
As the number of participants grew, the quiz evolved into a round-robin format held
over several months, culminating in a final competition held at an opera house in
Cape Town. That setting and the built-in audience of parents and schoolmates led
Independent Media to create a career expo in conjunction with the final competition,
selling kiosk space in the opera house foyer to colleges and other tertiary education
programmes, as well as to career counselors. These expo advertisers also purchase
space in a special supplement of the quiz published in the Independent.
Additional partnerships with a radio station and online coverage from Independent
Media’s mobile journalism studio have further expanded the quiz programme’s reach.
Independent Media has expanded it to two additional provinces, and it is considering
a nationwide rollout in partnership with the national department of education. And
that, Naude says, is where events have the potential to become something even more
significant.
As part of a restructuring in 2014, Independent Media divided its commercial sales
teams into three divisions: agency, direct advertising, and government. The new

The Cape Argus School
Quiz, which began in
2008 with 19 secondary
schools participating, had
more than 52 in 2015.
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government division’s mission is to understand key outreach objectives of different
agencies at all levels — local, provincial, and national — and identify opportunities for
the Independent to help them communicate with constituents.
“We are in the media business. The government isn’t,” Naude says.
Through this new division, Independent Media has sponsored conferences for local
municipalities and developed non-editorial consumer content about new initiatives
such as road services and housing. While the participating agencies have at times
provided small levels of compensation, the majority of revenue from such ventures
comes from sponsorships and partnerships with commercial entities.
Along with working with the national department of education to expand the quiz,
Independent Media is also partnering with the national health department on cosponsored health workshops in less urban areas. Independent Media will bring in
additional sponsors, like a medical aid society, to provide services such as remote
clinics during these workshops.
“It’s easier to work with corporates than it is to work with government,” Naude says.
“You get a far quicker turnaround if you go and present to a corporate an idea of
corporate social responsibility.” At the same time, however, government ventures have
become “a significant side of our business that we will be developing,” she says. ““We
all have to do this now, to look at opportunities to build a new set of community to
drive revenue.”
Nor does collaboration with government entities diverge from the organisation’s core
mission. These ventures, Naude says, “are driven around value for communities.”
With South Africa’s relatively new democracy, there’s still a great need for outreach
and basic information, such as how to get a driver’s license, in many regions. “At the
end of the day, our readers want something that’s valuable to them,” she says. n
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KM Media Group
United Kingdom

Taking Creative Services to the
Next Level
You wouldn’t necessarily expect a trendy nightclub to take its design cues from a
newspaper company. But in the Kent region of England, that’s exactly what has
happened.
When Blake’s Club was preparing to launch, its management hired KM Media
Group’s advertising division, KMCreate, to design a logo, branding materials, and an
advertising and social media campaign. Now that the nightclub is open, KMCreate
continues to create branded video animations for use inside the club. KMCreate has
also helped a local football club rebrand its catering operations, redesigning the look
and feel of its menus and related imaging. It designs and produces logos, collateral,
and awards for other customers, and it recently won a contract to provide video
services for a local council.

“

In its second year, KMCreate is projected to bring in more than £200,000 of
work, “and substantially more than that in potential for growth,” says Neil Webster,
commercial director of KM Media Group.

We’re working to make
sure we’re maximising
the opportunity and the
value-add.

Neil Webster
Commercial Director
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KM Media Group found that its potential customer base for advertising, design, production, and
Web development services has the greatest potential in the middle of the market.

KM Media Group owns a regional newspaper and radio stations. When it began
examining its market to gauge the potential for offering advertising, design,
production, and Web development services in 2014, it found the potential customer
base ran the gamut — with the greatest potential in the middle of the market,
Webster says.
“Looking at the market, the opportunity was to be a bridge, somewhere between
people using full-service advertising agencies locally, and people who traditionally
used us to make up an ad — the people who have a slightly bigger need,” Webster
says. “We segmented our business.”
While this middle ground is highly competitive in the Kent region, Webster believes
the newspaper’s brand gives KMCreate a competitive advantage. “There’s a myriad
of companies offering these services,” he says. “Most people in most marketplaces
trust their local newspaper, plus a business like ours deals with literally thousands of
customers every year.”
In its first year, KMCreate drew a mix of existing clients and businesses that had
never worked with the media organisation. That has required, in some cases,
extending skills such as logo design for in-house advertising to broader branding
campaigns for organisations like the nightclub and catering service.
To do so, KMCreate leverages its parent company’s core competencies in creative
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services, account management, and advertising; it also contracts with freelancers as
needed to fill skillsets.
“Like other media companies, we have a whole matrix of skills,” Webster says. “The
vast majority of media operators will find that the talent is there. The big discipline has
been making sure we’re not pitching for things we cannot do.”
KMCreate built business through promotions in its newspaper and radio stations. A
brand partnership manager also actively markets its services in the community and
identifies businesses to pitch.
It was also important, Webster adds, not to compete with local advertising agencies
that bring considerable amounts of revenue into the core business. “We’re very careful
not to encroach in the space of local advertising agencies, because they are our larger
customers,” Webster says. “We know most of the customers in our marketplace — the
ad agencies and the clients they represent — so we’d [consider whether our actions
are] affecting the marketplace.”
KMCreate is a division of KM Media. Company executives opted not to create a
stand-alone entity, but rather staff KMCreate by leveraging creative resources from its
operations department and sales resources from the commercial department.
“We’re trying to make our business less departmental and structured, and making sure
we’ve got the right resources on the team,” Webster says. “We’re working to make sure
we’re maximising the opportunity and the value-add.”
That mentality also drove how KM Media executives considered the potential
opportunities and drawbacks of the venture. Executives reasoned that offering an
extended suite of advertising services would — at a minimum — prompt existing
customers to spend more of their traditional advertising dollars with the organisation,
according to Webster.
“We took the view that if this developed as a worst case, it would still be a business
development tool for our [core] business,” Webster says. “In fact, what happened very
quickly was that the opportunity has arisen so it is a growing part of what we’re doing.”
And even with its stand-alone success, KMCreate is still considered a contributor to
core operations. “It’s involved in lots of aspects of what we’re doing,” Webster says.
“It’s raised the overall creative standards of our advertising, and it’s an important part
of big client pitches about how we can develop not just straight-up advertising, but
design and collaterals, and being able to rely on an organisation like ours.” n
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Kompas
Indonesia

Collaborating to Build Smarter Cities,
New Revenue Sources
When Kompas introduced its Smart City initiative in 2015, the Indonesian vice
president and two ministers participated in the opening ceremony. That’s because
the newspaper partnered with the government and various national organisations
as it planned events and coverage around the idea of preparing the nation’s cities
for continuing urbanisation. As a result, Kompas has created a growing business
focused on key national issues by leveraging the newspaper’s credibility as an
independent voice.
“This kind of new revenue model can bring in revenue from different sources because
the government and [other organisations] want credible media to discuss local or
national problems to increase awareness,” says Ignatius Hardanto Subagyo, the
company’s business director.

“

With the idea of creating technologically driven, sustainable cities as Indonesia’s
urban areas continue to grow, the Smart City initiative ranked 98 cities across

It’s a new revenue stream
we can create, based on
the quality of our editorial
content. The opportunity is
there.
Ignatius Hardanto Subagyo
Business Director
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the archipelago on a variety of criteria focused on economic, technological, and
environmental issues. Kompas hosted events, provided coverage of each city in the
newspaper throughout the spring and summer, and selected finalists in several
categories based on size.
Kompas collaborated with the state-owned gas company PT Perusahaan Gas and the
Bandung Institute of Technology (ITB) on the project. The data collection process for
the index and the subsequent editorial coverage remained independent, but sponsors
provided financial support for the initiative, the events, and the nearly 100 pages of
newspaper content developed over the course of the project. The main sponsor shares
logo space with Kompas on the special pages of coverage in the newspaper and in
event backdrops and promotional materials.
The Smart City initiative was first considered by Kompas in 2012, as executives
were looking for “something we could contribute to the people of Indonesia on our
50th anniversary” in 2015, Subagyo says. Ongoing migration from rural areas to
Indonesia’s cities was — and will continue to be — a critical issue for the nation,
Vice President Jusuf Kalla said in introducing the programme. (By 2025, 57% of the
country’s population will live in cities, according to World Bank data.) “Therefore, the
mayors in this country must work hard to ensure a good environment and provide a
lot of employment opportunities. That can be measured by this index,” Kalla said.
After announcing the finalists in each category, ITB and local mayors continue to

Kompas collaborated
with the state-owned gas
company, PT Perusahaan
Gas, and the Bandung
Institute of Technology
(ITB) to create the Smart
Cities initiative, around
which the group hosted
special events.
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hold discussions about the implications, and Kompas plans to conduct another survey
in 2017.
As a result of the partnership, the government has asked Kompas to create a similar
index and coverage of Indonesia’s tourism destinations. Subagyo believes that both
the government and major advertisers, such as telecom companies or IT providers,
would be willing to sponsor such a project. The national bank has also asked Kompas
to create and moderate discussions on economic issues; the organisation’s events
business now hosts an event almost every two weeks, Subagyo says.
The impact of such projects is approaching 5% of revenue, but Subagyo believes
it could exceed 10% in the future as it grows. He says that the venture “can be
considered as evidence that newspapers as media companies can act in two different
roles — first as a business, and second with the kind of good content that we can
become the fourth democratic pillar in our country.”
“It’s a new revenue stream we can create, based on the quality of our editorial
content,” he says. “The opportunity is there.” n
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Philadelphia Media Network
United States

Incubator Partnership Develops
Future Revenue Opportunities
When sales representatives for the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Philadelphia Daily
News, and Philly.com call on clients, they know the advertising collateral on their
iPads — rate cards, samples, and advertising guidelines — is up to date. That’s
because a mobile document management system developed by a start-up called
SETVI handles the back-end syncronisation of all materials compiled by the media
company’s marketing team and sales managers.
One reason SETVI’s system works so well for the Philadelphia news media
company’s needs is that it was built in-house, as part of an incubator that has
hosted more than 20 early-stage technology companies focused on the digital media
space. Doing so provides these start-up companies with physical workspace and an
established media platform as a test bed. In return, the incubator and its tenants
have provided the Philadelphia media company with new ideas, technology, and
opportunities to develop new revenue streams.

“

“We’re watching how they are, on a shoestring budget, building impressive

There would be an opportunity
with the right company to help
pull some of that know-how
and way of thinking into the
organisation relatively cheaply.
Erik Ulken
Executive Director for Digital Strategy
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The Philadelphia Media Network (PMN) has partnered with
Ben Franklin Technology Partners in the Project Liberty
Digital Incubator since 2012 with the goal of helping the
news media company monetise elements of its business.

technologies, mobile apps, and the like,” says Eric Ulken, executive director for
digital strategy for Philadelphia Media Network (PMN), the parent company of The
Philadelphia Inquirer, the Philadelphia Daily News, Philadelphia SportsWeek, and
Philly.com. “Certainly there’s a need in legacy organisations for new thinking and for
connections with a community of creative and innovative people who are trying to
solve real problems for customers.”
The Project Liberty Digital Incubator is a partnership between PMN and Ben
Franklin Technology Partners of Southeastern Pennsylvania, the region’s largest
technology sector seed-stage capital provider. The John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation also provided a grant to support the project.
Founded in 2012, the incubator was created, in part, to “help the [news]paper
improve its business model and monetise elements of the business,” says Omar
Mencin, director of investment partnerships for Ben Franklin Technology Partners.
To date, 22 early-stage companies have participated. Other U.S. media organisations,
including The New York Times Co., have since developed similar models to support,
invest, and learn from start-up companies. But Project Liberty is unique, its
organisers say, because of its more regional focus.
PMN provides a dedicated staff person, office space in its downtown headquarters, and
other resources to the incubator. The incubator manager also focuses on connecting
start-ups with managers of the media company’s product and technology teams. Doing
so allows them to “strategise and share notes on the trends we are seeing and they are
seeing in the marketplace,” Ulken says. PMN staff also serve as sounding boards for
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pitches and help connect incubator companies to other potential business partners.
Equally significant is the opportunity for these early stage companies to introduce
and test products on Philly.com. “A very important benefit for any start-up company
is to have a major partner or pilot customer,” Mencin says. “Philly.com has a large, if
not the largest, reach in the region of any media organisation, and the feedback they
can get of how their technology is used and learning how to integrate with a large
organisation is the largest benefit.”
Philly.com and its parent company have benefitted from new products developed by
incubator tenants. Along with SETVI’s mobile sales technology, an online funeral
planning resource called “I’m Sorry to Hear” provides content, such as tip sheets,
to Philly.com’s obituary section. An online vocabulary service called ProfessorWord
partnered with Philly.com on a summer reading challenge focused on helping high
school students learn vocabulary for the SAT and ACT college entrance exams.
ProfessorWord also created a section on the site for teachers and students that ties
in with PMN’s Newspapers in Education projects, according to Ulken. And PMN
offers employees discounted access to a mobile health app called Fitly developed by
another incubator partner as part of its wellness offerings, according to Mencin.
The potential to create new revenue streams through investment also exists. Both
PMN and Ben Franklin Technology Partners have the option to invest in the
incubator’s companies. While Ben Franklin has made investments in about 10 of
the incubator companies to date, PMN has yet to do so, in large part due to external
factors, according to Ulken. However, Ulken anticipates that will change. He believes
there are benefits to investing in early-stage companies.
“There are a lot of digital competencies we know we need to gain and improve,” he
says. “There would be an opportunity with the right company to help pull some of
that know-how and way of thinking into the organisation relatively cheaply.”
Ulken argues that any investment would have to be aligned closely to the core
business. “We as an industry sometimes have a little bit of a focus problem, and it’s
important for us at this time to shore up our core competencies and make sure we do
what we need to do really well,” he says.
Even without direct investment, media organisations like PMN still benefit from
collaboration with startups, according to Ulken.
“We have a lot to learn from this group, and I hope we have some things to teach as
well,” he says. “There’s still a lot of untapped potential there.” n
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Rheinische Post Mediengruppe
Germany

New Revenues Come From Mail
Delivery, Major Focus on Diversification
In two regions in Germany, letters are not exclusively delivered by the postman.
Instead, they also arrive with the newspaper each morning.
After the German government ended the post-office monopoly — first allowing
competition for parcel delivery, then for letters — executives at Rheinische Post
Mediengruppe decided to become a competitor to Deutsche Post in areas where
print distribution of two of its newspapers was particularly strong. Specifically, it
targeted mass mailings of letters — the kind of bulk mailings done by government
agencies, large companies, and political institutions — that could be delivered with
the morning newspaper.
“It’s highly interesting because of the logistics cost of delivering the newspaper,” says
Johannes Werle, group managing director at Rheinische Post Mediengruppe. “We
have people delivering at 6:00 a.m. To make this organisation more cost-effective,
we were looking for ways to deliver more pieces to letter boxes.”

“

To make this organisation
more cost-effective, we were
looking for ways to deliver
more pieces to letter boxes.

Johannes Werle
Group Managing Director
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Rheinische Post Mediengruppe delivered more than 59 million letters in 2015, and
expects to exceed 60 million in 2016. Despite the organisation’s expertise in delivery,
starting the business required new skills, according to Werle. “The competencies
needed were on the sales side, less on the technical side,” he says. “Logistics people
can add whatever is needed … with the same number of people, you can deliver many
more pieces. To go to companies and sell this new service took some time.”
The delivery service is now responsible for a “higher one-digit percentage” of the
company’s total revenues, according to Werle. Equally significant, “it’s thought of
as how you can generate a profit and keep the cost of newspaper delivery stable,”
Werle says.

Rheinische Post Mediengruppe contracted with architects
and commercial property managers to convert the former
newspaper property into a major shopping centre and a
“landmark in the best part of Düsseldorf.”

Delivering letters is one of several ways in which Rheinische Post Mediengruppe
is diversifying. In fact, the organisation considers diversification one of the three
pillars of its overarching corporate strategy.
In 2012, the organisation agreed to focus on diversification, consolidation of media
properties, and digitalization. Rheinische Post had previously made considerable
efforts to diversify, but executives were now also focused on scale.
One of the first things the organisation did was look at an acquisition it had made
a few years earlier — a professional publishing group that, while successful and a
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good match for the core competencies of the media company, “was not big enough
to take a significant role in the group,” Werle says. As a result, it is seeking similar
acquisitions in other European markets — especially the United Kingdom — to
increase the scope of its professional publishing business through organic growth
and acquisitions. “That’s on our to-do list,” Werle says.
By contrast, at the end of 2012, Rheinische Post acquired a larger organisation,
a worldwide translation and document-management business. A major supplier
of translation services for European institutions, pharmaceutical companies,
construction, and also automotive manufacturers, the service specialises in
identifying and integrating its operations with leading companies in these verticals.
“When we acquired this business together with Saarbrücker Zeitungsgruppe, we
had no particular knowledge on the group management team for this [business
sector],” Werle says. But the business was appealing for three key reasons:
1.

Its revenues were independent of the cyclical nature of the newspaper
business.

2. It was not critical from a German anti-trust authorities perspective, and it
had an international exposure.
3. Its size also led the executive team to believe it had the potential for further
growth.
“When you make an acquisition you have to have good knowledge of the specifics of
the market. Is it a platform big and stable enough to handle, and with the potential
to grow?” Werle says.
To that end, the group subsequently has already acquired three smaller companies
in the translation space, including, in 2015, one in the United States that is
a major supplier for Johnson & Johnson. “We are focusing on verticals, like
pharmaceuticals, and on regions where we are not strong enough,” Werle says.
But to fully understand how the organisation developed the appetite and the ability
to diversify in this way, you have to look back more than two decades.
Like many newspapers in Europe and elsewhere, by the early 1990s, Rheinische
Post had moved its operations out of Düsseldorf ’s city centre — first, the printing
plant and then the offices. Managers were faced with a crucial decision: sell the
valuable property or develop it on behalf of the company.
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“None of the executives at that time had any clue how a commercial centre works,”
Werle says. “The group took an opportunity risk.”
To that end, the company contracted with architects and commercial property
managers and converted the former newspaper property into a major shopping
centre in the heart of the city. Today, the three-level, 17,500-square-meter shopping
centre has more than 60 retail tenants and an additional 13,000 square meters
of office space. Supported by a 1,000-space underground car park, the Schadow
Arkaden centre draws approximately 8 million visitors a year and is considered a
“landmark in the best part of Düsseldorf,” Werle says. Over the past decade and a
half, there has been “a very healthy revenue development”, according to Werle, and
the commercial centre is “a very solid contributor for our group EBITDA.”
While not related to a media organisation’s core business, owning retail properties
can provide something other, more media-centric divisions cannot: stability and
a consistent revenue and cash flow that allows further diversification. “When you
think about developing the company and taking loans for larger acquisitions, for
banks [the property] is very good security,” Werle says. n
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Singapore Press Holdings
Singapore

Retail Properties, Events Open
New Revenue Streams
Singapore’s Orchard Road is a 2.2-kilometer iconic boulevard flanked by shopping
malls, restaurants, and hotels. It is a shopper’s haven, much like Fifth Avenue in New
York. And Singapore Press Holdings (SPH) is at the centre of the bustling prime retail
belt, with its real estate holdings generating considerable — and consistent — income
for the media organisation.
With premium brands like Gucci, Ferragamo, and TODS in its Paragon Mall on
Orchard Road and two other shopping centres, Singapore Press Holdings receives
steady recurring income from its property business. With the opening of the latest
retail mall late last year, the property business contributed more than S$230 million
in revenue to the group in the latest financial year, says Janice Wu, the company’s
head of corporate development.

“

SPH began investing in retail properties in the late 1990s. The organisation had
previously invested in telecommunications and cable companies and exited upon

The core focus is on
owning the brand names
and the events, as
opposed to organising
events for others.

Janice Wu
Head of Corporate Development
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Singapore Press Holdings identified property as a
potential recurring revenue stream. The company
owns a separate property management company to
oversee its three shopping centers.

public listing of those investments. But it identified property as another area of
growth, given its recurring revenue stream. To manage the properties, SPH deployed
a combination of newly hired retail experts and existing staff. Today, it owns a
separate property management company that oversees its three shopping centres.
With more than 480,000 square feet of retail space, SPH’s flagship Paragon Mall
also includes an additional 223,000 square feet of medical office space. Its two other
suburban retail properties are each roughly 190,000 square feet. All three properties
enjoy full occupancy, each with compelling retail concepts to meet the needs and
wants of shoppers, according to Wu.
In 2013, SPH spun off two of its shopping centres into SPH REIT, a property trust
listed on Singapore’s stock exchange, although it remains the majority shareholder.
Establishing the property trust introduced the opportunity for the media organisation
to realise gains. “SPH REIT enabled us to unlock value in the properties, releasing
capital for our growth initiatives, and also strengthened our balance sheet. In
addition, it provides SPH with an efficient platform to hold our properties,” Wu says.
As SPH continues to look for other growth initiatives, it has also identified
exhibitions as another promising avenue. In 2008, it launched Sphere Exhibits, its
events subsidiary focused on consumer events, trade exhibitions, and conferences.
The emphasis is on verticals — IT and food in the consumer event space, building
technology and manufacturing solutions for trade exhibitions, and healthcare,
hospitality, and tourism in the conference sector.
“We grew this business through a mix of organic and inorganic efforts,” Wu says. In
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many cases, she says, SPH purchases existing exhibitions and “continues to reinvent
them so as to keep the audience engaged.”
“The core focus is on owning the brand names and the events, as opposed to
organising events for others,” Wu says.
As with the property business, a combination of SPH staff and experienced event
personnel were used to staff Sphere. “When we do a new business, we understand
that getting subject-matter experts on the team is important and we also believe that
our current loyal and dedicated colleagues would value the challenge of learning a
new business,” Wu says.
Sphere’s last consumer IT exhibition drew more than 500,000 people to downtown
Singapore — impressive in a city whose population is 5 million. Among its
innovations to draw traffic include mobile device trade-ins and gaming challenges.
SPH is now expanding throughout the region, hosting events and conferences in
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Sri Lanka. To build the business, SPH
acquired several exhibitions in Malaysia and has partnered with local companies to
“geo-clone” its exhibitions in the region, according to Wu.
SPH now holds more than 40 events, working with almost 3,000 exhibitors and
partners. Together, these events draw 1.8 million people annually and bring in
between S$30 and S$40 million.
While SPH remains focused on its media business, it established a designated
division many years ago to focus on growth investments. It also set up a S$100
million SGD media fund, to invest in emerging digital companies, and an accelerator,
SPH Plug and Play, which focuses on early-stage start-ups.
“We take a multi-pronged approach to our growth,” Wu says. “Media remains very
much our core business, but we are also building other pillars of growth at the
same time. For us, we would like to transition to a successful multi-platform media
business of the future, as well as own other non-media assets.” n
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Toronto Star
Canada

Sample Packs Deliver Millennials
and Advertisers
To college students, the clear plastic bags handed out at 35 campuses across Canada
in late 2015 represented some free samples suitable for a midnight snack or a load
of laundry. But for the Toronto Star, the sample packs represent crucial inroads
into two difficult-to-reach segments: young adults and consumer packaged goods
(CPG) advertisers.
“We were looking for a way to target the Millennial audience and monetise it,” says
Julie Murtha, director of audience development and innovation at the Toronto Star.
Consumer marketing managers at the Star came up with the idea of creating the
sample packs, in part, to leverage the newspaper’s existing distribution relationships
on college campuses. Along with better reaching a Millennial crowd that doesn’t
gravitate to traditional newspapers, the sample packs — dubbed “campus survival
kits” — provided an opportunity to win business from CPG manufacturers, which
typically are not large newspaper advertisers.

“

Instead of being that massmarket newspaper, we can
hit that demographic at a
time when they are making
their busying decisions.

Julie Murtha

Director of Audience Development and Innovation
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“Every marketer out there is looking for a way to target Millennials,” Murtha says.
“Instead of being that mass-market newspaper, we can hit that demographic at a
time when they are making their buying decisions.”
For the past three years, the sample packs have been distributed at Toronto-area
universities. This fall, the programme expanded to 35 schools nationwide, with
200,000 packs distributed during orientation week for incoming students.
The packs are handed out by “brand ambassadors” at kiosks during special
orientation events at each campus. Each pack contains about 10 items, ranging from
granola bars and coupons, to coconut water and promotional items from banks and
fast-food restaurants. In late 2015, Über included a coupon good for C$20 off an
initial ride with the ride-sharing service.
“We want the pack to be substantial enough so everyone’s getting a good value,”
Murtha says. “Some brands want exclusivity or want to own the pack, so we’re
trying to find a balance between a brand that dominates and brands that want to be
associated with other good brands.”
The Star’s sales representatives often work with CPG companies to identify the right

The Toronto Star’s Millenial sample-pack programme
for college-bound Millenials reaches 35 schools
nationwide, with 200,000 packs distributed during
orientation week for incoming students.
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product to include. “Giving them a coupon or postcard won’t work,” Murtha says.
“You’ve got to give students something they’re going to keep or going to consume.”
CPG companies are also “a slow sale,” according to Murtha. “The big brands have a
lot of layers,” she says. “You’re not going to get a decision in the first three weeks.”
The packs are branded with the “campus survival kit” moniker; the Star’s role is
minimised in packaging, Murtha says: “Talking to advertisers, we’re leveraging our
reputation as the Toronto Star, but when we’re distributing the pack, we want to
build the Campus Survival Kit brand, not the Toronto Star brand, because it doesn’t
necessarily resonate with the audience.”
Advertisers value the turnkey distribution opportunity and the cost-savings that
come from being included as part of a larger sample pack, according to Murtha.
However, one key challenge has been to measure response. “It was difficult to
measure, especially compared to digital channels,” Murtha says. The Star partnered
with a company called BrandSpark, which used postcards in the packs to encourage
students to provide feedback on the ForMama.ca Web site for a chance to win a
laptop. Murtha says that Millennials are particularly willing to give feedback — “if
they feel like they are being listened to.”
As distribution ramped up in late 2015, a second challenge involved scale. Only
the largest brands, Murtha says, can support 200,000 samples. Other advertisers
want to target specific campuses, and together these variables can cause logistical
challenges that need to be weighed against the added complexity of assembling and
distributing the sample packs.
However, the initiative has been profitable from the beginning, according to Murtha.
“It’s a good way to generate revenue with an audience we’re not currently targeting,”
she says. “If a brand wants to target the Millennials, it’s another product we’ve been
able to sell.” n
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Večernji list
Croatia

Exercise Classes Create a Roadmap
to Revenue
For the last several years, Večernji list had been focused on creating new revenue
streams by creating a community of fans around its niche media platforms (print and
digital platforms), not only by producing relevant and useful content, but with nonpublishing projects that complement its core products, according to Petra IvičevićBakulić, the company’s media solutions sales director.
As part of a needs analysis, Večernji list concluded that across all age groups, readers
are most interested in running/jogging, or in Nordic walking among the 50+ age
group. Recognising a growing trend among all generations to participate in outdoor
activities, Večernji list decided in early 2014 to launch a niche bi-monthly magazine
GoOUT with an accompanying digital platform.
At the same time, a market analysis showed that sufficient capacity did not exist in
clubs or schools to absorb all of this interest. So in 2014, Večernji list, seeing that its
readers wanted a venue to run and walk for exercise, began preparing to start its own

“

Today, the school has
around 400 attendees
and 21 groups, and the
profit margin is growing
each month.

Petra Ivičević-Bakulić
Media Solutions Sales Director
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Večernji list recognised a
growing cross-generational
trend toward participation
in outdoor activities. It
launched an exercise school
along with a bi-monthly
magazine and accompanying
digital platform.

exercise school, the “GoOUT School of Movement” in the capital city of Croatia, as a
complement to the GoOUT media platforms.
Early on, Večernji list was faced with several challenges. For one thing, managers
didn’t know anything about organising an exercise school. For another, they had no
professional trainers. Nor did they have either a location or permits. And, finally and
most importantly, they didn’t have an allocated budget, Ivičević-Bakulić says.
So managers took it one step at a time.
In writing the initial business plan, Večernji list found that the project could
be mostly financed from monthly memberships and the sponsorship of related
companies that were interested in reaching this target group/community.
For professional assistance, Večernji list turned to the Faculty of Kinesiology at
the University of Zagreb. The two organisations reached an agreement to provide
professional trainers — five for the running school and seven for the Nordic walking
school. Together, the professionals and Večernji list designed the programmes,
Ivičević-Bakulić explains.
The activity involved both running and walking, leading to several training
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programmes to accommodate different weight classes, age groups, and physical
capabilities. As an added touch and to encourage participation, Večernji list
provides babysitting in the morning and afternoon periods at two locations for
the children of parents who were running or walking. This added service made
the GoOUT school a unique proposition on the market. Finally, the preparations
completed and with four locations for the classes selected, Večernji list was ready to
open the doors of the school in 2015.
Večernji list used all of its media platforms to promote activities at each of the
locations — open houses and test trainings — as well as to potential sponsors such
as makers of multi-vitamin drinks, sportswear, shoes, gadgets, and supplements. In
the first wave, Vecernji contracted for two years with two main sponsors. It started
the school with 130 attendees, who trained three times a week and were divided into
seven groups and different time periods. These steps ensured that Večernji list would
make a satisfactory profit after covering the project costs (trainers, babysitting, and
t-shirts for the attendees).
Today, the school has around 400 attendees and 21 groups, and the profit margin is
growing each month, Ivičević-Bakulić says.
Since the school opened, Večernji list has expanded on its regularly scheduled classes
to include two running races and two Nordic walking excursions in the mountains –
open to anyone who is interested. The revenues from the registration fees for these
events and the revenues from smaller/one-time sponsors are “icing on the cake”
within the P&L. The current profit margin is 60%.
Večernji list has learned that a good project — even without an allocated budget —
can be launched and create extra profit for a company. It believes that it has created
a good programme, which, like all good media-related programmes, accomplishes
these things:
u

Creates a community of readers by quality content around niche media
platforms.

u

Recognises the needs of that community and finds empty space in the
market.

u

Creates additional services or products that satisfy those needs and charges
for them.

u

Maximises existing resources and gathers a team (project management,
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marketing, sales) to launch and implement a project that believes in its
success.
u

Constantly adds new elements to a project that will in the long term keep
the existing users and attract new ones.

u

Creates unique environment for potential sponsors based on the needs of the
target group.

u

Optimises costs and for promotion, uses only its own media platforms if
the portfolio provides sufficient reach, as in the case of Večernji list. (Small
niche publishers can try to link up with larger media companies on a
revenue-sharing principle in exchange for media space).

Preparations for the next season are under way. Večernji list expects to organise even
more extracurricular events, and anticipates that the school may expand to other
large cities across the country. n
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The Washington Post
United States

The Unexpected Road to Becoming
a Technology Vendor
When The Washington Post first began looking at replacing its legacy content
management systems about three and a half years ago, executives didn’t plan
to market the tools they developed to other media companies. But by following
a slow and deliberate strategy, the Post is now entering what it believes could
ultimately become a US$100 million technology services marketplace that includes
organisations well beyond the media sector.
When he came to the Post, CIO and Vice President of Technology Shailesh Prakash
was confronted by legacy systems supported by multiple vendors and a newsroom
with a single request: “They just want things to work.”
The Jeff Bezos-owned Washington Post was evolving into what Prakash calls “a
technology company mindset” — one in which a company, like Bezos’ own Amazon, is
much more likely to build than buy its technology solutions.

“

“If you compare a technology company to a non-technology company, you will find

To solve a problem, you
need a mindset. You say it’s a
problem and that you need to
get the right talent to fix it.

Shailesh Prakash
CIO and Vice President of Technology
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The Washington Post
developed an in-house suite
of content management
tools called Arc. Broken
into highly integrated
modules, Arc includes
tools for scheduling
and organisation, story
creation, print and online
page-layout, syndication,
comments, and analytics.

some common traits,” Prakash says. “One is an appetite to build — you don’t run off
and immediately find a vendor to solve your problem. You analyse what you need.”
As a result, the Post decided to explore creating its own publishing tools to replace the
legacy technology. “To solve a problem, you need a mindset,” Prakash says. “You say
it’s a problem and that you need to get the right talent to fix it.”
As the Post’s in-house technology staff made progress on developing the pieces of
what would become a unified content management system, executives wondered
whether there was a market for the product. Conversations with some of the 250
newspapers participating in the Post’s digital partner programme, which allows
publications to offer their subscribers access to Post digital content, confirmed a need
for new technology, according to Prakash.
“There turned out to be a lot of other people in legacy media companies struggling
with the same problem,” he says. “We made the decision to harden the software tools
we had developed, make them modular in nature, and dedicate an engineering team
to building them out for others.”
The in-house suite of tools gained a new name, Arc, and was broken into highly
integrated modules, including tools for scheduling and organisation, story creation,
print and online page-layout, syndication, comments, and analytics. The back-end
technology was also hardened to allow the Post to host the technology for other
organisations.
Media organisations have a long, if somewhat checkered, history of developing and
marketing technology products. Prakash’s approach was to avoid over-promising and
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over-marketing — a key problem in the technology sector writ large. “I was not keen
to go in with lots of glossy materials claiming we can do all kinds of things,” he says. “I
don’t want shelf-ware or vaporware.”
To that end, the Washington Post developed what Prakash calls a “crawl, walk, run”
strategy for marketing its technology tools.
As Arc neared maturity, the Post began slowly with external tests of components of
the system at student newspapers at four universities. In 2015, the Post announced
its first sale to a small alternative weekly newspaper, the Willamette Week, in the
western U.S. state of Oregon. Another customer will be announced before year’s
end, with several more in the pipeline, according to Prakash. While larger media
companies are interested in Arc, Prakash says the Post is deliberately starting with
smaller organisations to see how well the technology scales before offering it to
larger ones.
“We are cautiously moving forward,” he says.
Along with hardening the technology for use by multiple clients, Arc’s dedicated
engineering team has focused on creating documentation to make it easier for
companies to adopt the system with less assistance and in a smaller timeframe. “We
can’t do a massive engagement,” Prakash says, “We want to make it as self-serve as
possible.”
Prakash believes the overall market for systems like Arc could exceed US$100
million. This includes organisations beyond traditional media companies, such as
brands that, he says, now “want to publish their own story and are publishers in their
own right.”
Media companies considering developing and marketing technology must have buyin at all levels of senior management, Prakash says. “That’s not easy and it cannot be
taken for granted,” he says. “The CEO has to understand what it means, the CFO has
to understand what it means, legal has to understand, and so on.”
Even with that mindset, it’s critical to proceed carefully into new territory, Prakash
warns: “This is still a stretch goal for us.” n
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